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Supplemental Figure 1. Funnel plot of effect size vs. precision (1/standard error) for studies evaluating nasal nitric oxide (nNO) in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) and healthy controls.
Observed studies and effect size are represented by empty circles and empty square. Imputed studies and adjusted effect size are represented by black circles and black square. 
Egger's regression intercept

Supplemental Figure 3. Funnel plot of effect size vs. precision (1/standard error) for studies evaluating nasal nitric oxide (nNO) in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) and in control subjects with chronic rhinosinusitis without nasal polyps (CRSsNP).
Observed studies and effect size are represented by empty circles and empty square. Imputed studies and adjusted effect size are represented by black circles and black square.
Egger's regression intercept
Intercept -5.51859 Standard error 2.94419 95% lower limit -11.87912 95% upper limit 0.84193 t-value 1.87440 P value 0.08352
Begg and Mazumdar
Kendall's S statistic (P-Q) -47.0000 Kendall's tau without continuity correction tau -0.44762 Z-value for tau 2.32590 P-value 0.02002 Kendall's tau with continuity correction tau -0.43810 Z-value for tau 2.27641 P-value 0.02282 
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